
Aim: Investigate the periglacial
landforms on selected nunataks
part of western Dronning Maud
Land.

Objectives:

• Consolidate the existing
knowledge base regarding the
documented landforms

• Identify undocumented landforms

• Investigate the processes that are
involved in the formation of
identified landforms
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Particle size sorting takes place
during the formation processes of
the of these landforms.

Half circle are also documented
where they form in the shelter of a
larger rock. Secondary sorting can
occur in sorted circles.

Vertically standing rocks indicated
lateral sorting is present in sorted
circles.

The graphs indicate the sorted pattern for the circle
patterned ground landforms. Clast sizes where measured
across the diameter of the circle. The larger clasts create the
boarder of the circle and finer clasts and sediment can be
found in the centre.

Circles



Polygons

Sample Name Soil moisture content (g)

NB12 Fines 29,19

NB12 Outside 0,13

FN01 Fines 1

FN01 Outside 0,03

FN03 Fines 14,5

FN03 Outside 0,04

FN02 fines 4,7

FN02 outside 0,14

G2N Centre 1,4

G2N Outside 0,1

N01 Fines 1,58

N01 Outside 0

NO2 Fines 4,44

N02 Outside 0,03

G3N Fines 1,5

G3N Outside 0,15

Roberts Kollen NO1R Fines 14,19

Nothern Buttress Dry 5

Nothern Buttress Wet 55,6

Slettfjell

Slettfjell

Grunehogna

Nothern Buttress

Flarjuven

Flarjuven

Flarjuven

Grunehogna

Polygons are grouped by type as well as
group by nunatak. Indicating that the
polygons formation is influence by the
micro climate and conditions in the
nunataks.

Sorting is occurring in the polygons as the
outside of the polygon contains larger
clast where the inside has the smaller
particles or clasts present. Moisture
content confirms the heaving process is
involved with the sorting as there is more
moisture present in the centre of the
polygon than on the outside

Sample Name weight before oven (g) weight after oven (g) Loss of moisture (g)

TN1 Polygon crack Troll 631,92 631,52 0,4

TN2 Polygon centre Troll 722,05 721,45 0,6

Centre of the polygon Border of the polygon



Ice suspension in Blockfield

The development of ice suspension is the
freeze thaw cycles but on a larger scale. The
moisture goes into the cracks, freezes and
expands which leads to pieces breaking off over
time. Eventually the moisture also reaches
underneath the loose pieces of bedrock
resulting in the rocks to be suspended in ice.

Pronival Rampart

Lake ice blisters Like ice blister where located
and mapped. Future research
is needed to discuss there
formation

A pronival rampart was 
reinvestigated. The ice density is 
firn, which support the theory that 
this landform could not be a 
pronival rampart. Other evidence 
such as the small area of ice and 
that clasts fall from above and 
accumulate and the bottom of the 
ice field. 



Time-lapse photography was to
used to capture the freeze thaw
process. Couple with
temperature data is revels that
freeze thaw cycles are occurring
daily.

The movement with in the
sediment is measure at about
2,5cm. This can vary depending
on the factors that influence the
heave process.

The time-lapse sequences
captured that this process is
even moving rocks that weigh
up to 10kg. This support the
theory of how blockfields can
become suspended in ice.

Heave monitoring


